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Abstract—Multi-function waveforms possessing simultaneous
radar and communication capabilities provide the means with
which to efficiently combat congestion of the spectrum. Here
a joint coding/spatial diversity radar/communication waveform
design approach is introduced for use with digital antenna arrays.
The proposed approach combines the recently developed phase-
attached radar/communication (PARC) approach with the far-
field radiated emission design (FFRED) formulation to realize the
transmission of multiple independent data streams in arbitrary
spatial directions concurrently with active radar sensing that is
minimally impacted. The resulting physical signals emitted from
the elements of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) array
have a desirable structure that is constant-modulus and have
improved spectral containment relative to the original FFRED
formulation.

Index Terms—dual-function radar/communication, spectrum
sharing, waveform design, waveform diversity, MIMO

I. INTRODUCTION

The loss of spectrum to commercial entities combined with
increasing requirements for defense communication networks
continues to reduce the available spectrum for radar sys-
tems [1]. As a result, it will become increasingly difficult to en-
sure successful operation of radar systems using the traditional
single-function, fixed-band spectrum allocation framework. To
combat growing spectral congestion while enabling successful
operation of both radar and communication systems, a great
deal of recent research has been dedicated to developing new
techniques and paradigms to share spectrum between radar and
communications functions [2]. Spectrum sharing approaches
can be roughly divided into two categories [3]: co-existence
approaches that focus on managing or reducing the cross-
function interference from separate radar and communication
systems (e.g. [4]–[6]), and co-design approaches that strive
to improve the efficiency of spectral usage by developing
dual-function systems having both radar and communication
capabilities [7]–[16]. Here we specifically focus on the co-
design problem.

Dual-function system design requires the use of some man-
ner of waveform diversity [17], such as temporal [18], spectral
[14], spatial [7], [10], [12], [13], [18] or coding diversity [8],
[9], [11], [16]. Of course, temporal sharing further exacerbates
an already difficult resource management problem by reducing
the available time for radar operation to an unacceptable level.

Traditional spatial diversity techniques such as sub-arraying
reduce the achievable spatial gain and angular resolution of
the individual transmit beams [18]. Such techniques also must

be carefully considered so that spatial sidelobes of the sub-
arrays do not interfere with one another. In contrast, here a new
combination of coding and spatial diversity is considered as a
means to improve spectral efficiency while imposing minimal
degradation to radar functionality.

To achieve a coding diversity form of joint
radar/communications the radar emission is varied on a
pulse-to-pulse basis as a function of the communication
sequence, with the set of all radar emissions thereby forming
a communication alphabet. However, doing so also incurs
range sidelobe modulation (RSM) of clutter [8], [19], which
reduces target detection performance due to increased residual
interference after clutter cancellation. That said, the phase-
attached radar communication (PARC) approach [11] was
recently introduced to control the impact of RSM on radar
performance through the use of several tunable parameters.
In addition, PARC waveforms have an FM structure, which
is constant-modulus and continuous-phase, thereby ensuring
both power and spectral efficiency.

Spectrum sharing via spatial diversity involves the use of
an antenna array to transmit radar and communication signals
simultaneously in distinct spatial directions. To preserve radar
performance and due to the substantial differences between
one-way and two-way path losses, the communication signal
is typically emitted at a lower power via the sidelobe region
[12], [13]. Far-field radiated emission design (FFRED) [12]
is a general spatial diversity waveform design approach that
realizes a (correlated) physical MIMO emission that has been
demonstrated experimentally [20]. The FFRED approach also
constrains the emitted waveforms to be constant-modulus,
which results in a minimal loss in mainlobe (radar) transmit
power. These constant-modulus waveforms are designed such
that they combine in arbitrary desired spatial directions to
form the intended radar and communication signals. Moreover,
FFRED enables data rates on the order of the time-bandwidth
product multiplied by the pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
without compromising the radar timeline.

It is important to note that PARC was devised as a means
to incorporate communications into the radar mainbeam while
FFRED generates separate radar and communication beams. In
addition, in some cases FFRED emissions can cause spectral
spreading relative to the baseline radar-only signal. Here
we combine the PARC and FFRED approaches to form a
joint coding/spatial diversity MIMO waveform design that is
able to transmit data in multiple spatial directions simulta-



neously, including the radar main beam, with limited impact
on radar performance. Furthermore, the PARC structure limits
the spectral spreading that can otherwise occur with FFRED
waveforms.

II. PHASE-ATTACHED RADAR/COMMUNICATIONS (PARC)

The tunable continuous phase modulation (CPM) based
PARC waveform design of [11] is a radar-embedded com-
munication (REC) approach in which information sequences
are modulated using CPM and phase-attached to a fixed (i.e.
unchanging from pulse-to-pulse) polyphase-coded frequency
modulated (PCFM) radar waveform [21]. The combined wave-
form retains the CPM structure and therefore preserves the
well-known advantages of constant envelope and continuous
phase. These characteristics translate to unit peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR) and good spectral containment, respec-
tively, which ensures compatibility with high-power amplifiers
required for most radar applications. In addition, the tunable
parameters of PARC enable direct control of the degree of
RSM by trading off communication performance (i.e. bit error
rate (BER) and data throughput) [11].

The PARC waveform, constructed around a fixed radar
waveform and for an arbitrary pulse repetition interval (PRI),
is given as

s(t;β,α, h, Ts) = exp
{
j
(
ψ(t;β) + φ(t;α, h, Ts)

)}
(1)

= exp
{
jψ(t;β)

}︸ ︷︷ ︸
sr(t;β)

exp
{
jφ(t;α, h, Ts)

}︸ ︷︷ ︸
sc(t;α,h,Ts)

,

where sr(t;β) is the PCFM waveform implementation of
the fixed radar code β= [β0, · · · , βK−1], with |βk| ≤π for
all k=0, · · · ,K − 1 and with K closely approximating
the radar time-bandwidth product (based on 3-dB band-
width). Likewise, sc(t;α, h, Ts) is the CPM waveform re-
sulting from modulating the 2m-ary communication sequence
α= [α0, · · · , αNs−1], with symbol interval Ts and modula-
tion index h, where αns ∈ {±1,±3, · · · ,±(2m − 1)} for
ns =0, · · · , Ns − 1 and m the modulation order [22]. Unlike
the base radar waveform sr(t;β), the communication com-
ponent sc(t;α, h, Ts) changes on a pulse-to-pulse basis as a
new communication sequence is transmitted in each pulse. The
number of symbols per pulse Ns is on the order of the time-
bandwidth product K; therefore, the data rate (in bits/s) is on
the order of K×PRF. The communication component has the
same duration as the base radar waveform (pulsewidth T ), and
thus the number of symbols per pulse satisfies Ns =

T
Ts

. The
modulation index h is a key parameter that controls the total
phase change due to a communication symbol transmission;
the phase change due to αns is hπαns , which occurs over
the symbol interval Ts. The data transmitted in each coherent
processing interval (CPI) are intended for a communication
receiver located within the mainbeam of the emission1. As

1The communication receiver is not required to be in the region illuminated
by the radar mainbeam. However, since the emitted power has its maximum
value in the radar mainbeam, it is fair to assume that the communication
receiver is within the radar mainbeam.

such, communication coverage (i.e. radar mainbeam only) is
the primary limitation with the PARC approach.

The main challenge with coding diversity approaches such
as PARC is the RSM effect [8], [19] that arises because
the pulse compression of different REC waveforms leads to
different range sidelobe structures. When Doppler processing
is performed across the CPI of different pulse compression
responses, the presence of RSM leads to increased residual
clutter after cancellation, thereby degrading target detection
performance. The impact of RSM can be mitigated by either
increasing the coherence across the range sidelobe responses
in a CPI, or by simply suppressing the sidelobes produced by
each waveform/filter. Sidelobe coherence can be enhanced by
adjusting the tunable PARC parameters; by reducing h or m,
or increasing Ts [8], [11]. However, these strategies do ad-
versely affect communication performance by increasing BER
and/or decreasing the data rate. Alternatively, sidelobes can be
suppressed via waveform-specific mismatched filtering [23].
Consequently, PARC can facilitate coding diversity REC with
high data rates and a minimal impact on radar performance.

From a spectrum sharing perspective it is clearly desirable to
constrain each PARC waveform to the same spectral footprint
as the base radar waveform. However, the phase-addition in (1)
would naturally cause the spectrum to broaden. For chirp-like
waveforms (e.g. LFM and most non-linear FM) this spectral
broadening can be avoided by using “null” guard symbols at
the beginning and end of each pulse [11]. These guard symbols
translate into guard bands at the edges of the waveform
spectrum, thereby eliminating spectral broadening.

Given knowledge of the base radar waveform, communi-
cation system parameters, and channel equalization and syn-
chronization capability, demodulation at the communication
receiver can be performed by first multiplying the incident
signal by exp

{
−jψ(t;β)

}
, which realizes

r(t;α, h, Ts)

= exp
{
− jψ(t;β)

}(√
PRX s(t;β,α, h, Ts) + n(t)

)
=
√
PRX exp {jφ(t;α, h, Ts)}+ n̂(t). (2)

Here PRX is the incident power at the receiver, n(t)
is a white complex-valued Gaussian noise process, and
n̂(t)= exp

{
−jψ(t;β)

}
n(t) is the resulting noise process,

which is statistically equivalent to n(t). For a communication
receiver located at azimuth angle θ0 and distance R, and
a radar transmitter with peak power PTX, the power at the
communication receiver is

PRX =

(
λ2GRXPTX

16π2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

µ

GTX(θ0)

R2
, (3)

where λ is free-space wavelength, GRX is the receive antenna
power gain, and GTX(θ0) is the transmit antenna power gain
for azimuth angle θ0. If all communication receivers are
equipped with identical components the terms in (3) aside
from the transmit gain and distance can be grouped into the
constant µ.



The symbol error rate (SER) of full-response CPM with a
rectangular shaping filter can be approximated as [24]

SER(h, Ts,m, PTX, θ0, R,N0) ≈

DmQ

(√
2µ
TsGTX(θ0)PTX

R2N0

(
1− sin (2hπ)

2hπ

))
,

(4)

where 1≤Dm< 2 is some constant depending on the mod-
ulation order m and Q(x)=

∫∞
x

1√
2π

exp{−t2/2}dt. For the
binary case the BER is equal to the SER, while for higher order
modulations it is bounded as SER/m<BER<SER. We refer
to the argument of the square root inside the Q function as
the effective communication SNR.

III. FAR-FIELD RADIATED EMISSION DESIGN

The other form of waveform diversity considered here
is spatial diversity, where dual-functionality is enabled by
simultaneously transmitting radar and communication signals
in distinct spatial directions from an antenna array. As with
coding diversity it is desired for the radar and communication
signals to have the same spectral and temporal support. One
such approach is FFRED [12], which formulates a physical
waveform design problem within a MIMO arrangement.

Consider a uniform linear array with N elements and
an inter-element spacing of d. With FFRED the waveforms
emitted concurrently by the N elements in each PRI are
designed such that they combine in the far field to realize
a desired radar signal in azimuth direction θr and a desired
communication signal2 in azimuth direction θc. Due to one-
way path loss, the power requirement for the communication
function is much lower than that for the radar function. As
such, the power emitted in direction θc can be much less
than that emitted in direction θr. It follows that, since the
pulse-to-pulse variation of the communication component lies
outside the radar mainbeam, the intra-CPI variation in clutter
returns, and hence the severity of RSM, is limited. Because
the FFRED approach restricts the radar and communication
signals to occupy the same spectral and temporal support,
the FFRED data rate (in bits/s) is on the order of the time-
bandwidth product times the PRF, i.e. the same as PARC.

The FFRED emission constraints can be expressed by

N−1∑
n=0

xn(t) exp

{
jn

2π

λ
d sin θr

}
= sr(t)

N−1∑
n=0

xn(t) exp

{
jn

2π

λ
d sin θc

}
= sc(t),

(5)

where sr(t) and sc(t) are the desired far-field radar and com-
munication signals, respectively, and xn(t) is the waveform
emitted by the n-th antenna element for n = 0, 1, · · · , N−1. It
is important to note that by imposing the emission constraints
in (5), FFRED also realizes a relative power allocation between

2For simplicity we only consider a single communication signal, though
FFRED could be employed to generate as many as N − 2.

the radar and communication directions. The desired signals
and the N emitted waveforms are discretized into the length-
KNov vectors sr, sc, and xn, n = 0, · · · , N − 1, where Nov

is the oversampling factor relative to 3-dB bandwidth, which
is chosen to achieve sufficient fidelity for physical waveform
realizations (provides the necessary spectral containment).
Then the emission constraints can be rewritten as

vH(θr)X = sTr

vH(θc)X = sTc ,
(6)

where X = [x0 x1 · · ·xN−1]T is the N ×KNov matrix that
has the N discretized waveforms as its rows, and v(θr) and
v(θc) are spatial steering vectors, defined for an arbitrary θ as

v(θ) =[
1 exp

{
−j 2π

λ
d sin θ

}
· · · exp

{
−j(N − 1)

2π

λ
d sin θ

}]T
.

(7)

The FFRED formulation then determines the set of N MIMO
waveforms by solving the optimization problem

minimize ||X||2F
subject to VH(θr, θc)X = S

|X(k, i)| = |X(l, j)| for k, l = 0, · · · , N − 1

i, j = 0, · · · ,KNov − 1,

(8)

where ||X||2F is the squared-Frobenius norm of X, the matrix
V(θr, θc) = [v(θr)v(θc)], and S = [sr sc]

T .
In the absence of a constant-modulus constraint, (8) reduces

to a minimum-norm problem, which is convex and has the
closed-form solution

X? = V(θr, θc)
(
V(θr, θc)

HV(θr, θc)
)−1

S. (9)

The minimum-norm solution X? has the smallest energy (i.e.
Frobenious norm) of all waveform matrices satisfying the
emission constraints. When a waveform constant-modulus is
enforced the optimal solution can then be written as the sum
of two waveform matrices, one corresponding to the subspace
spanned by the columns of V(θr, θc) which is denoted as
Col [V(θr, θc)] (i.e. X?), and the other as the orthogonal
complement of Col [V(θr, θc)] denoted as XH

⊥ . Thus

X̃ = X? +X⊥ (10)

where VH(θr, θc)X⊥=0. Since X?X
H
⊥=0 as well due to

their orthogonal complement relationship, the total energy
||X̃||2F is the sum of the energies ||X⊥||2F and ||X?||2F . In fact,
the constant-modulus constraint can only be satisfied when
||X⊥||2F 6= 0.

In light of the solution in (10) a two-stage iterative optimiza-
tion method was developed in [12]. This approach was shown
to be effective at finding a feasible solution with unity PAPR
via simulations [12] and demonstrated experimentally in [20].
However, the requisite computational complexity may be pro-
hibitive in some operating scenarios. More importantly, due to
the oversampling (relative to 3-dB bandwidth) necessary to en-
sure spectral containment of the desired radar/communication



Fig. 1. Average beampatterns of the complete FFRED+PARC optimized emis-
sion (green), minimum-norm emission (blue), and orthogonal complement
emission (red) for L = 3 desired signals with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

8
and

non-radar power levels γ1 = γ2 = −10 (dB).

signals, some undesired spectral spreading has been observed
for other spatial directions.

In [25] the FFRED problem was reformulated in a general
setting for an arbitrary antenna array geometry to generate
L ≤N − 1 arbitrary desired signals in L spatial directions. A
relaxed optimization problem was posed that significantly re-
duces computational complexity while achieving near-optimal
performance when initialized with the minimum-norm solu-
tion. Nevertheless, like the approach in [12], this new FFRED
approach still suffers from spectral spreading. Further, commu-
nication transmission was still only considered in the sidelobe
region.

IV. FFRED + PARC

We now consider how the FFRED and PARC formula-
tions can be combined as a means to offset their respective
limitations. Communication data can be embedded into the
radar mainbeam while controlling the severity of RSM via the
tunable PARC parameters [11] or adaptive receiver processing
[23], [26]. Moreover, it will be shown that the spectral spread-
ing inherent in FFRED can be reduced by invoking a common
base radar waveform in all desired signals and by using PARC
guard symbols.

The most general approach to combine the PARC and
FFRED approaches is to define each of the L desired signals
(in directions θ`) as a PARC waveform with independent
parameters β`, h`,m`, T

(`)
s carrying communication sequence

α`, for ` = 0, · · · , L−1. All waveforms have duration T and
time-bandwidth product K (i.e. the same bandwidth). Without
loss of generality, signal index ` = 0 denotes the direction of
the radar mainbeam. We define the desired power levels in the
remaining spatial directions θ`, ` = 1, · · · , L − 1, relative to
the power emitted in the direction θ0 via

γ` =
GTX(θ`)

GTX(θ0)
, (11)

where GTX(θ`) is the transmit power gain achieved by the
far-field combining of FFRED waveforms in spatial direction

Fig. 2. Average beampatterns of the complete FFRED+PARC optimized emis-
sion (green), minimum-norm emission (blue), and orthogonal complement
emission (red) for L = 3 desired signals with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

8
and

non-radar power levels γ1 = γ2 = −20 (dB).

θ`. The FFRED emission constraints of (5) can therefore be
expressed as

N−1∑
n=0

xn(t) exp

{
jn

2π

λ
d sin θ`

}
=

√
γ` exp

{
j
(
ψ`(t;β`) + φ`(t;α`, h`, T

(`)
s )
)}

,

(12)

for ` = 0, · · · , L−1 and with γ0 = 1. With this configuration,
for large N , the theoretical data throughput is on the order
N ×K × PRF (bits/s).

While there are a variety of permutations of this general
framework, here we consider the case in which all desired
signals share a common base radar waveform, i.e. β` = β for
all ` = 0, · · · , L−1 in (12). The objective of this arrangement
is to introduce correlation among the far-field desired signals
as a means to achieve better spectral containment across all
spatial angles. This combination of FFRED and PARC can
improve spatial coverage while limiting the impact that the
added mainbeam communication functionality has on radar
performance. In addition, the structured coherence among
the desired signals reduces the spectral spreading inherent in
the original FFRED formulation [12], [25]. We refer to the
combination as FFRED+PARC waveform design.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Consider a uniform linear array of N =32 elements with
half-wavelength spacing. This array emits L=3 desired sig-
nals, each with a time-bandwidth product of K =128 and
oversampled by a factor of Nov =4. The base radar waveform
for all 3 desired signals is an up-chirp LFM. For FFRED
waveform optimization the near-optimal approach from [25] is
used. All communication sequences are binary with Ns =128
bits/pulse (for a total data rate of 384 bits/pulse).

Figures 1 and 2 show the average beampatterns realized
with FFRED+PARC, where averaging is performed in time
for each pulse (i.e. the aggregate response over the pulsewidth)
and across a large number of pulses with independent com-
munication data. The spatial directions of the different beams



Fig. 3. The space-frequency power density for L = 3 FFRED signals: an
LFM signal in the main beam, and two CPM communication signals (without
a base radar waveform) and with h1 = h2 = 1

2
and relative power levels

γ1 = −10 (dB) and γ2 = −16 (dB).

Fig. 4. The space-frequency power density for L = 3 FFRED+PARC signals,
with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

8
and power levels γ1 = −10 (dB) and γ2 = −16

(dB).

Fig. 5. The space-frequency power density for L = 3 FFRED+PARC signals,
with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

8
, 32 guard symbols each, and power levels γ1 =

−10 (dB) and γ2 = −16 (dB).

are sin θ0 =0, sin θ1 = − 0.55, and sin θ2 = +0.37, with a
common modulation index of h0 =h1 =h2 =

1
8 . The relative

power levels of the non-radar beams γ1 and γ2 are set to
−10 dB in Fig. 1 and −20 dB in Fig. 2. In each figure
the beampatterns of the minimum-norm solution X? (blue),
the orthogonal complement component X⊥ (red), and the

Fig. 6. The space-frequency power density for L = 3 FFRED+PARC signals,
with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

16
and power levels γ1 = −10 (dB) and γ2 = −16

(dB).

Fig. 7. The space-frequency power density for L = 3 FFRED+PARC signals,
with h0 = h1 = h2 = 1

16
, 16 guard symbols each, and power levels

γ1 = −10 (dB) and γ2 = −16 (dB).

complete FFRED+PARC solution X̃=X? +X⊥ (green) are
shown. For both figures the PAPR of X̃ was verified to be 1.
Likewise the time-domain structure of the desired signals were
confirmed to be realized in their respective intended directions.
It is observed in both figures that the orthogonal complement
component has nulls in those intended directions. We also
observe additional (unintended) beams that are caused by the
energy in the orthogonal complement. The power of these
nuisance beams and the sidelobe level in each beampattern
rises with the power level in the beams l=1 and 2.

Figures 3−7 show space-frequency power density plots as
a function of the modulation index h and the number of
guard symbols. The intended signal directions are sin θ0 =0,
sin θ1 = +0.4, and sin θ2 = − 0.08, with relative power levels
γ1 = − 10 dB and γ2 = − 16 dB. To quantify the spectral
spreading in each case we define the percent out-of-band
spectral content as a metric relative to 3-dB bandwidth of
the base radar waveform. The percent out-of-band spectral
content is computed from the aggregate spectrum obtained by
integrating across all spatial directions.

In Fig. 3 signals `=1 and 2 carry data, with h1 =h2 =
1
2 ,

which translates to a data rate of 256 bits/pulse. In Fig-
ures 4 and 6 all three signals carry data (for a data rate



of 384 bits/pulse) with h0 =h1 =h2 =
1
8 in Fig. 4 and

h0 =h1 =h2 =
1
16 in Fig. 6. In Fig. 5 all parameter values

are the same as those in Fig. 4, with the exception of 32 total
guard symbols (16 at each end of the pulse, for a data rate
of 288 bits/pulse). Likewise, in Fig. 7, all parameters are the
same as those in Fig. 6 with the exception of 16 total guard
symbols (8 at each end of the pulse, for a data rate of 336
bits/pulse).

We observe that the spectral spreading is reduced in Fig.
4 compared to Fig. 3, and further reduced in Fig. 5 where
guard symbols are used. Likewise, the spectral spreading is
even further reduced in Figures 6 and 7 compared to Figures
4 and 5, respectively, with Fig. 7 providing the most compact
spectrum.

The percent out-of-band spectral content for Figures 3−7
are 14.57%, 7.11%, 4.84%, 4.19% and 3.62%, respectively.
For reference, the percent out-of-band spectral content of just
an LFM base radar waveform is computed as 2.12%. As antic-
ipated the spectral spreading is significantly mitigated with the
FFRED+PARC framework. However, we emphasize that there
is a trade-off between the communication performance (i.e.
BER and data rate) and the spectral spreading. In particular,
the use of guard symbols reduces the data rate, while reducing
the modulation index h decreases the effective communication
SNR and therefore increases BER.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced a MIMO based dual-function waveform
design approach denoted as FFRED+PARC that leverages
the benefits of these individual methods to perform joint
radar/communications. This combined approach is capable
of transmitting independent data streams in multiple spatial
directions (up to the number of antenna elements) simulta-
neously, including in the radar mainbeam, achieving a rate
on the order of the time-bandwidth product times the PRF
per stream. In addition, the resultant waveforms are power
efficient and spectrally well-contained. The effectiveness of
the FFRED+PARC framework on spectral containment was
demonstrated by numerical results in simulation, with experi-
mental demonstration planned for the near future.

The impact of the added mainbeam communication capa-
bility on radar performance can be controlled via the tun-
able PARC parameters. Nevertheless, future work includes
the evaluation and analysis of the RSM effect within this
FFRED+PARC framework.
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